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Lonely Alpha Half Moon Shifters 1
MINE TO PROTECT. MINE TO PUNISH. MINE. I’m a lone wolf, and I like it that way.
Banished from my birth pack after a bloodbath, I never wanted a mate. Then I meet
Kylie. My temptation. We’re trapped in an elevator together, and her panic almost
makes her pass out in my arms. She’s strong, but broken. And she’s hiding something.
My wolf wants to claim her. But she’s human, and her delicate flesh won't survive a
wolf's mark. I'm too dangerous. I should stay away. But when I discover she's the
hacker who nearly took down my company, I demand she submit to my punishment.
And she will. Kylie belongs to me. Publisher’s Note: Alpha’s Temptation is a standalone book in the Bad Boy Alphas series. HEA guaranteed, no cheating.
My fated mate rejected me-and now I've been captured by someone even worse. As the
half-human outcast of the Cancer pack, I've been beaten and bullied my whole life.
Gaining my wolf form and my fated mate is my only chance to change packs and hope
for a better life. Except when my fated mate is revealed, he's the future alpha of the Leo
pack-our worst enemies. He rejects me in front of everyone, just before the Leos
slaughter my entire pack and murder my family. I manage to escape, but then I'm
kidnapped by a far greater threat: the alpha of the mysterious lost pack. The 13th sign
was banished from the Zodiac Wolves years ago, and I thought they were just a myth.
They're real. They're holding me captive. And the dark, dangerous alpha is offering me
something I can't refuse-revenge. Moon Touched is the first book in a scorching hot
wolf shifter trilogy, perfect for fans of Jaymin Eve, Laura Thalassa, and Amelia
Hutchins.
The mating heat ignites between a dominant alpha-heir and a forbidden wolf-witch
hybrid when they're forced to find his kidnapped sister and stop a war. Now is not the
time for Kane MacKinnon to have found his mate. But the Goddess is never wrong. If
he gives in to his desire for Sheridan, her lineage could cost him everything. Yet as his
body aches for her, and thoughts of her curves cloud his mind, he finds himself willing
to risk it all to claim her. Forced, out of friendship and loyalty, Sheridan Wells joins the
hunt and gets more than she bargained for with a dangerous attraction to a darkly
handsome wolf. While she seeks to distance herself from pack politics, Sheridan can't
deny that the first place she has ever felt she belongs is at Kane's side. Not everyone
agrees, and some will stop at nothing to destroy their love, their family, their future.
The forests of Miriam Cait’s new world hold more secrets than she can count, and more
dangers than she cares to know. Unfortunately, hey must travel through one such
forest on their way to Xander’s kingdom. The troubles start with a drenching rain and
end at the city of the Arbor Fae, a wood folk who have more than one skeleton in their
closet. A darkness has fallen on their woods, and Xander and the others volunteer their
services. Unbeknown to them, the danger is far older and far deadlier than they could
have imagined. Friends become foes and enemies multiply as Miriam and her dragon
lover try to defeat the rising evil before they, too, are consumed by the darkness. The
Maiden to the Dragon books are part of a dragon shifter romance series set in a
fantastical world that mirrors our own. KEYWORDS: new adult, mystery, paranormal,
supernatural, fantasy, folklore, folktale, folk tale, legend, legends, myth, myths, action
adventure, action, adventure, second chances, comedy, humor, horror, free, freebie,
free book, free books, book, books, free ebook, ebook, free novel, rich, quick read,
read, short, serial, series, college, funny, female protagonist, novel, secret, suspense,
thriller, alpha male, literature, story, stories, hero, fiction, box, box set, boxed, boxed
set, romance, free romance, free romance ebook, free romance ebooks, free romance
book, free romance books, billionaire, wealthy, millionaire, women's fiction, racy, legal,
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free romance novel, free romance books, billionaire romance, seduction, sexy, sensual,
urban, contemporary, 21st century, current, historical, past, demon, werewolf, shifter,
shapeshifter, wolf, dark fantasy, vampire, undead, immortal, ghost, witch, sorcery,
dragons, epic, elf, god, medieval, urban fantasy, dragon shifter romance, medieval
paranormal romance, dragon wife, dragin
A Royal Shifters Novel
Deserts of the Dragons: Maiden to the Dragon #6 (Alpha Dragon Shifter Romance)
Traitors Among Dragons: Maiden to the Dragon #4 (Alpha Dragon Shifter Romance)
Dreams of Dragons: Maiden to the Dragon #10 (Alpha Dragon Shifter Romance)
Alpha's Temptation

Audrey Levine thinks being bitten by a wolf is just another day on the job. She couldn't
be more wrong. A wildlife rehabilitation specialist, Audrey usually does all the rescuing,
but now she's the one who needs help. In ten days, she'll be covered in fur and howling
at the moon while the wolf who bit her is out there, waiting to claim her as his
own…whether she wants to be his or not. The biggest problem? The curvy beauty
doesn't know any of this. Werewolf Tao Black is the strong, silent type, which is an
asset in his role as pack enforcer. Hot on the trail of a wolf gone bad, he runs into
trouble and is saved by Audrey. Realizing her situation, he vows to protect Audrey from
the wolf who bit her, no matter what it takes. But that means going against his alpha's
orders…which might get them both killed. Top 100 bestseller. HEA ending, no
cliffhanger, full length novel. Enjoy! For anyone who enjoys: paranormal romance,
fantasy romance, urban fantasy, shifter romance, bear shifters, dragons, Scotland,
Highlands, Scottish, steamy romance, shifters, alpha heroes, alpha shifters, myth,
mythology, love story, werewolf, werewolf romance, action adventure, vampire, witch,
demon, devil, psychic, shapeshifter, alpha, vampires, vampire series, shapeshifter
werewolf romance, fantasy, lycan, mate bond, vampire, vampire romance, immortal,
vampire slayer, fae, Laurel K. Hamilton, Sherrilyn Kenyon, Christine Feehan, Gena
Showalter, K.F. Breene, Shannon Mayer, Ruby Dixon, JR Ward, J.R. Ward, Ilona
Andrews, Patricia Briggs, Vampire Diaries, Twilight, Crave, Tracy Wolff, The Vampire
Diaries, Bella Forrest, A Shade of Vampire, Harry Potter, witch, wizard, fated mates,
Vampire Academy, Vampire Knight, werewolf books, werewolf romance, shapeshifters,
House of Dragons, How to Train a Dragon, Eragon.
The mating heat ignites between a dominant shifter alpha-heir and a forbidden wolfwitch hybrid when they're forced to find his kidnapped sister and stop a war. Now is not
the time for wolf shifter Kane MacKinnon to have found his mate. But the Goddess is
never wrong. If he gives in to his desire for Sheridan, her lineage could cost him
everything. Yet as his body aches for her, and thoughts of her curves cloud his mind,
he finds himself willing to risk it all to claim her. Forced, out of friendship and loyalty,
bounty hunter and half-breed Sheridan Wells joins the hunt and gets more than she
bargained for with a dangerous attraction to a darkly handsome wolf. While she seeks
to distance herself from pack politics, Sheridan can’t deny that the first place she has
ever felt she belongs is at Kane’s side. Not everyone agrees, and some will stop at
nothing to destroy their love, their family, their future.
When the woman he loved but refused to make his bondmate is attacked and left for
dead, powerful lupine shifter Jayce Kazan, regretting his decision, is determined to
save the beautiful human seer and prove that he is the one she should be with--forever.
Original.
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Maggie O’Hara finds herself falling into the strong, furry arms of the werewolf
billionaire, Adrian Forrest, but is repulsed by his dark nature. She resists the urges that
plead with her to accept him, and in her rash judgment smashes any hopes she had of
a normal life. Now she’s stuck with a gift she never asked for and a werewolf lover who
asks for everything. Troubled matters are made worse by the complication of police
involvement, and her father fighting for his life. Danger lurks around the corner as she
struggles to manage her life, her love, and her new powers. She’ll either succeed or fall
into the trap set by Adrian’s foes. KEYWORDS: new adult, mystery, paranormal,
supernatural, fantasy, folklore, folktale, folk tale, legend, legends, myth, myths, action
adventure, action, adventure, second chances, comedy, humor, horror, free, freebie,
free book, free books, book, books, free ebook, ebook, free novel, rich, quick read,
read, short, serial, series, college, funny, female protagonist, novel, secret, suspense,
thriller, alpha male, literature, story, stories, hero, fiction, box, box set, boxed, boxed
set, romance, free romance, free romance ebook, free romance ebooks, free romance
book, free romance books, billionaire, wealthy, millionaire, women's fiction, racy, legal,
free romance novel, free romance books, billionaire romance, seduction, sexy, sensual,
urban, contemporary, 21st century, current, historical, past, demon, werewolf, shifter,
shapeshifter, transform, wolf, dark, dark fantasy, vampire, undead, immortal, ghost,
witch, curse, sorcery, bad boy
The Jamesburg Shifters
A Billionaire Werewolf Romance
Bear Your Teeth (Alpha Werebear Shifter Paranormal Romance)
Realms of the Dragons: Maiden to the Dragon #2 (Alpha Dragon Shifter Romance)
Lone Wolf
When there’s trouble in Wild Lake, pack enforcer Alec Martel’s
the guy who rushes in where other wolves fear to tread. He is
one tough, hot, ass-kicking shifter who knows how to get things
done and keep all the packs in line. This time, the biggest
threat to pack harmony comes from Kane, a vengeful Alpha thirsty
for power. When Alec goes to investigate, he meets Olivia Lord.
Her luscious curves and tough girl attitude has his inner Alpha
howling. The only problem is, she’s Kane’s mate. If Alec wants
to claim Olivia for himself, he may have to start a pack war to
do it. Bear shifter's daughter Olivia Lord is trapped. Mated to
a dangerous Alpha wolf he controls every aspect of her life and
keeps her away from the people she trusts the most. But a chance
meeting with Alec leaves her breathless, speechless, and panting
for more. He’s sexy, virile, and has Alpha written all over him,
even if he doesn’t want to admit it. As Olivia starts to fall
for him, she knows their forbidden love could spell disaster for
them both. With Alec and Olivia’s very hearts and way of life on
the line, one thing’s for sure . . . Wild Lake will never be the
same. Reader’s Note: Each book in the Wild Lake Wolves series is
a full length, standalone, cliffhanger free, super sexy,
werewolf shifter romance. You can read them in any order but the
smoking hot events within each happen chronologically. These
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wolves like it rough! If you’re not into that, you might want to
sit this one out. However if you like hot, dominant, alpha male
werewolf shifters and the kickass heroines who will do anything
to please them, then one-click away and enjoy the ride! Book
Themes: Wolf shifter romance, werewolf werewolves, new adult and
college, fated mates, forbidden love, bear shifters, werebear
From USA TODAY and NEW YORK TIMES bestselling author Lynn Red
comes a steamy, seductive, sensuously heart-felt alpha werebear
romance! Curvy, scrappy, and slightly self-conscious, Lilah
Jorgenson is a raccoon-shifting painter with a white streak in
her hair and a longing to find the family she never really had.
As a kit scraping by in back alleys, Lilah had to steal to
survive. The only predictable part of her life is her weekend
job at the Jamesburg Jail. Oh, and her constant, grinding need
to find a mate, a family and a home to call her own. Thicklymuscled, inked-up former soldier Rex Lee spent five years away,
but when family duty calls, he and his little cub come home.
Love is distant memory. The only thing Rex has on his mind is
keeping his family – his daughter and his father – safe... until
a fight lands him in the Jamesburg lockup. When Lilah sees the
giant behind bars, the tattoos around his eyes make her yearn,
and burn, hotter than she ever has in her twenty-six years of
life. And when Rex catches a glimpse of Lilah’s two-toned eyes
and sly grin? No matter how much he fights his instincts,
sometimes a bear just can’t say no. No matter how much Lilah
tells herself it’s all wrong, she knows deep down... she and
Rex? It’s exactly right. Lilah may have sworn off theft when the
Jorgenson family took her in, but she’s got one thing left to
steal – Rex’s heart. THE JAMESBURG SHIFTERS is a USA TODAY bestselling series of standalone novels featuring a unique hero,
heroine and satisfying HEA ending. No cliffhangers here! Books
can be enjoyed in any order you like – you won’t miss a thing!
For those who love dominant Alphas, wolf shifters, manlove
romance and fast-paced adventure. There's only one thing in this
world worth dying for... and that's your fated mate. These Alpha
men find their true loves in the ones they least expect. Box-set
includes : The Borough Boys series: Contemporary M/M paranormal
romance. Grayson's Mate. Aaron's Mate. Brad's Mate. New World
Shifters: Dystopian M/M paranormal romance. The Omega Shifter.
Saving the Omega. The Alpha's Omega Mate. This collection is
packed with stand-alone paranormal romance stories with no
cheating or cliffhangers and super sweet happily ever afters!
Ellison Rowe is a wolf Shifter who has embraced all things
Texas. He's a cowboy through and through, complete with a Texas
drawl, cowboy hat, and well-worn cowboy boots. He's also lonely,
though he feels obligated to look after his sister who is
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recovering from a hit-and-run accident that has left her
striving to control her feral tendencies. Enter Maria, a human
woman taking refuge with the Shifters, who volunteers to look
after the cubs and help Ellison’s sister. Maria too is
recovering from a haunted past—she was kidnapped and held
hostage by a rogue Shifter and then disowned by her family when
she was set free. Now she’s on her own, but determined to put
her life back together and leave Shiftertown for good. But
someone is attempting to abduct Shifter cubs, and Maria and
Ellison know they must stop him. As Maria works with Ellison to
track down the kidnapper, she finds her heart slowly awakening
once more. And Ellison realizes that Maria may be just the one
to bring light back into his life… THIS SIXTEEN CHAPTER, 43,000
WORD NOVELLA INCLUDES A PREVIEW OF THE UPCOMIING SHIFTERS
UNBOUND NOVEL, TIGER MAGIC
Lonely Alpha and True Alpha
Beast Billionaire #2 (Bad Boy Alpha Billionaire Werewolf Shifter
Romance)
Alpha Mated Box Set (Alpha Billionaire Werewolf Shifter Romance)
Lucky Day: Alpha Mated #3 (Alpha Billionaire Werewolf Shifter
Romance)
Gay Alpha Wolf Shifters
Once you've been bitten, there's no going back. Kane Martin has a reputation as the tough-guy, sex-stud
sheriff of Glen Vine Michigan, but becoming a werewolf has rattled him. Forget partying, hooking up with
girls, and locking up the bad guys, he's got bigger problems. Like dealing with locals taking potshots at his
pack, and howling at the moon in his spare time...whether he wants to or not. And there’s this girl, Charlotte.
She’s totally not his type, but she smells so good Kane’s not sure he can resist. Curvy Charlotte Wills was
supposed to be getting engaged and finishing up a degree in library science, but instead she’s been dumped
and turned into a werewolf. In the middle of trying to get her life back on track, the last thing she needs is a
distraction like Sheriff Kane Martin. But life has a funny way of going sideways when you least expect it.
Especially when you’re a werewolf. 5 star Top Pick from Night Owl Reviews! Full length novel! No
cliffhanger! For anyone who enjoys: paranormal romance, fantasy romance, urban fantasy, shifter
romance, bear shifters, dragons, Scotland, Highlands, Scottish, steamy romance, shifters, alpha heroes,
alpha shifters, myth, mythology, love story, werewolf, werewolf romance, action adventure, vampire, witch,
demon, devil, psychic, shapeshifter, alpha, vampires, vampire series, shapeshifter werewolf romance,
fantasy, lycan, mate bond, vampire, vampire romance, immortal, vampire slayer, fae, Laurel K. Hamilton,
Sherrilyn Kenyon, Christine Feehan, Gena Showalter, K.F. Breene, Shannon Mayer, Ruby Dixon, JR Ward,
J.R. Ward, Ilona Andrews, Patricia Briggs, Vampire Diaries, Twilight, Crave, Tracy Wolff, The Vampire
Diaries, Bella Forrest, A Shade of Vampire, Harry Potter, witch, wizard, fated mates, Vampire Academy,
Vampire Knight, werewolf books, werewolf romance, shapeshifters, House of Dragons, How to Train a
Dragon, Eragon.
Includes the first two books in the Half Moon Shifters Series, Lonely Alpha and True Alpha. Lonely Alpha
When Mandy leaves the city behind and embarks on a retreat to the Great Smoky Mountains, she expects to
spend the week alone with nature and a stack of novels. Instead, she ends up trapped on a remote mountain
by a big game hunter who's hell-bent on bagging a werewolf. Lonely alpha wolf-shifter Jack, the last of the
once-strong Half Moon Pack, is his target. Jack is determined to keep Mandy safe while hunting his hunter,
but being around Jack brings out a wild side Mandy never knew she had. As silver bullets fly, so do sparks.
If they can manage to defeat their attacker, Mandy will still have one problem to contend with: Jack is
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convinced that she's his mate. True Alpha With a baby on the way, Mandy and Jack are prepared for their
pack of two to expand - or so they think, until Jack's only remaining relatives return unexpectedly from
Alaska, bringing others with them. Suddenly, the alpha couple has a lot more to worry about than what color
to paint the nursery. But inter-pack dramas, baby shower plans and even a wedding can't compare to the
mayhem that ensues when a stranger from Mandy's past shows up at the cabin's doorstep, hiding a secret
that could destroy the Half Moon Pack forever.
It’s hard to say that Elena St. Claire – an arctic fox-shifting, private investigator – is “down on her luck.”
She’s got stable work, a couple of close friends... but when it comes to finding a mate? All she knows is that
if she DOESN’T find one, and quick, she’s gonna go crazy from staring at every bear or wolf who tears
through Jamesburg on a motorcycle. Thomas James Westing – but please, just call him West – is a muscledup bear who long ago turned to organic farming as his way of keeping his cool. He lives outside Jamesburg,
alone, and he likes it that way. Sort of. At least, if he’s alone, his secret – a past filled with rage – can stay
that way: a secret. When West wakes up one morning to find his garden ravaged, he calls the best private
investigator in town. He expects to get the case solved, but when a white and copper-haired fox shows up at
his doorstep with a cute little snaggle-toothed-on-the-bottom grin, West realizes he just got a lot more than he
bargained for: his heart isn’t gonna let this one go. This is a fox he needs to possess, to claim as his mate. If
he doesn’t? He might just go straight off the deep end. The second Elena lays eyes on the dark haired,
dimple-cheeked cowboy bear with legs so big they stretch his Wranglers, she knows she’s in big, big trouble...
and not just because he’s a big, big guy, but because straight off the bat, she falls real, real hard. But when
petty garden vandalism turns out to be a plot to destroy every single crop in the greater Jamesburg area, can
Elena manage to keep West off her mind for long enough to catch a crook? Or will the biggest case she’s
ever had bury her – and her chance at the mate she’s always wanted – before they can even kiss? **The
Jamesburg Shifters are a series of standalone novels that can be enjoyed in any order you like. No
cliffhangers here!**
Miriam and Xander’s halcyon days of rest along the shores of Beriadan Lake in Alexandria come to a quick
end when the pleas of another dragon lord lead them to the blackened Heavy Mountains. Lord Herod
demands their attentions on a pressing matter, and what they find is a pot of trouble boiling over with
ancient blood feuds, uneasy alliances, and old stories of treacherous Maidens. Trouble comes along the
winds of a storm, and Miriam finds herself in the middle of it. Now she must prove her innocence against a
hefty charge, or face the fatal consequences. The trail leads them to the Coven Caves where witches cast
more than their shadows on the walls. One life-attempt after another shows they’re on the right trail, but
only if they can stay one step ahead of their mysterious foes. Otherwise, the mountains will be their final
adventure. The Maiden to the Dragon books are part of a dragon shifter romance series set in a fantastical
world that mirrors our own. KEYWORDS: new adult, mystery, paranormal, supernatural, fantasy, folklore,
folktale, folk tale, legend, legends, myth, myths, action adventure, action, adventure, second chances,
comedy, humor, horror, free, freebie, free book, free books, book, books, free ebook, ebook, free novel,
rich, quick read, read, short, serial, series, college, funny, female protagonist, novel, secret, suspense,
thriller, alpha male, literature, story, stories, hero, fiction, box, box set, boxed, boxed set, romance, free
romance, free romance ebook, free romance ebooks, free romance book, free romance books, billionaire,
wealthy, millionaire, women's fiction, racy, legal, free romance novel, free romance books, billionaire
romance, seduction, sexy, sensual, urban, contemporary, 21st century, current, historical, past, demon,
werewolf, shifter, shapeshifter, wolf, dark fantasy, vampire, undead, immortal, ghost, witch, sorcery,
dragons, epic, elf, god, medieval, urban fantasy, dragon shifter romance, medieval paranormal romance,
dragon wife, dragin
The Alpha Shifter Collection
Hard Love MMA
Moon Touched
Half Moon Shifters Volume 1
Claiming His Mate

A pack broken. A pup in danger. A submissive wolf who will fight with her
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last breath. Hayden Scott doesn't know his stroll in the woods is going to
start with a backpack full of watermelon and end with him the new alpha of
the Ghost Mountain Pack. A very traumatized pack, and those are only the
shifters he can see. Too many are missing, hiding in the woods or worse.
His wolf doesn't care. He has a pack. One with maple-sryup-covered
toddlers, a ten-year-old boy who smells like wolf right up until he shifts,
and a brave woman with green eyes and serious trust problems who
defended her pup with nothing more than a tree branch and sheer guts. The
walk ahead won't be easy, but he has a list. Burn down the den. Deal with
the evil still stalking the woods. Call Mom.
Paprika Lewis is a copper-haired, curvy-and-petite, rabbit shifting smart
ass with two BIG problems. First of all, she’s got a pair of buckteeth the
size of Kansas that pop out every time she has a dirty thought. She might
not win any marathons, but when it comes to dirty thoughts, Rika might be
a world champion. Those dirty thoughts are usually about a guy named
Thor who happens to be her dentist, which is the second problem. It’s great
that she can really enjoying her cleanings, but when the guy she’s sweet on
looks down her throat regularly. Not so hot. Oh, and Thor isn’t just a
stormy-eyed tooth expert. He’s also the biggest, baddest, alpha werebear
east of the Mississippi. Maybe west of it too, it’s hard to keep track. One
thing’s for sure though. Rika can hardly get her teeth cleaned, or floss at
night, without thinking about those thick legs, and that trim waist that she
imagines would be just about the perfect place to wrap her legs and let
him... Whew! That might be Rika getting ahead of herself, which she does a
lot. Then again, with Thor’s dental practice on the rocks, her BEARY big
dentist is looking for somewhere else to go. Little does Rika know that he
doesn’t plan on leaving town without HER! But Rika – for all her exciting
impulsiveness – has been bit once too many times to be the most trusting
rabbit in the world. Will Thor be able to prove to her that she’s all he wants?
Or will Rika’s self-doubt—and those damn teeth—keep her from letting this
big, bad bear into her heart? ***The Jamesburg Shifters is a standalone
series of steamy shifter romances you can read in any order you like! Jump
on in, the water’s... really, really hot!*** This novella was originally released
as part of the ON THE GROWL anthology.
Half Moon Shifters Volume 1Lonely Alpha and True AlphaCreatespace
Independent Pub
A fancy ski resort, a ghost from her past, a deadly flight, and a whole
shitload of trouble. Elena Jensen's world, as she knew it, no longer exists.
In the aftermath of the attack on Alpha Wolf Academy, she feels more alone
than she ever has. She can't trust her family or The Sisterhood, and
Connor, the wolf chosen as her personal guard, brings up a painful part of
her past, one she'd prefer to forget. When she and half the students of AWA
are shipped to a shifter exclusive ski resort for winter break, Elena starts to
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think things aren't so bad. She has a boyfriend that makes her rethink the
existence of soul mates, a friend who makes her feel safe, and a new
influential mentor. Elena's tentative foundation is destroyed when disaster
strikes on the return flight, leaving Elena stranded in the middle of the
wilderness with ten other students, a dead pilot, a wounded teacher, and
Connor. When it's life and death, you dig deep to keep yourself and others
alive... or you die trying. Fans of Vampire Academy and Legacies will want
to sink their teeth into Alpha Wolf Academy!Scroll up and one-click to preorder your copy today!
Resisting the Moon
A Paranormal Romance
Alpha
A Jamesburg Shifter Romance
Book 2 in the Full Moon series Declan Hall has got
everything covered this time around. He is going to make
sure that being Alpha is easy; with or without help from
anyone. No one's going to tell this guy how to handle
anything; not Gabriel, or anybody else, for that matter.
This time he is in charge. No arguments, ifs or buts. That's
certain! That is until... he meets a woman werewolf who
wants to have her own way. Headstrong about absolutely,
positively everything. She's the alpha type and she leads by
full coercion. A no-holds-barred kind of feminine... a
persuasive, narcissistic force to be reckoned with. Declan
definitely did not see her coming. So, why isn't Noelle
talking to him? Everything was sweet as... before.
Relationships should never be this damn hard. Werewolves are
pack animals, aren't they? Let's go hunting... it's anyone's
game...
The first addictive novel in New York Times bestselling
author Katie Reus’s Moon Shifter series. Ana Cordona has
been a strong leader for the lupine shifters who survived
after all the males and most of the females in her pack were
mysteriously poisoned. As tough as she is, with no Alpha
male, the pack is vulnerable to the devious shifter Sean
Taggart, who wants to claim both their ranch and Ana as his
own. When Connor Armstrong comes back into her life,
promising protection, it’s almost enough to make Ana forget
how he walked out on her before—and reluctantly accept his
offer to mate. The minute Connor sees Ana again, it
reawakens a raw hunger. He must have her for his
bondmate—his wolf cries out for it. But his human side knows
he must proceed with caution because of their complicated
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past. If he is to truly have her body and soul, he must go
beyond his burning desire and win back her heart. Whatever
it takes, he is determined not to leave her side again. But
Taggart and his rival pack are not their only enemies. A
human element in town is targeting shifters. Their plan not
only threatens Ana and Connor’s future, but the lives of the
entire pack...
When you’re a shifter who don’t have the first clue where to
find the love you need, WHO YOU GONNA CALL? Mating Call
Dating Agency! Fate is nice and all, but in the busy worlds
of journalism and professional wrestling, sometimes a rabbit
needs a hand, and a bear needs a place to grab. Garnet
Pendleton is a freelance journalist, and moonlighting as a
librarian gets the bills paid, but barely. It’s a busy life,
but it’s hers. Lately though, she’s felt like something
was...lacking. With her life absorbed in pounding pavement
and wrestling with the Dewey decimal system, Garnet hasn’t
had time for something she’s starting to get REALLY edgy
over – finding a mate. Stacy Graves’s entire life has been
lived in a ring. He’s big, muscled up, and can bodyslam and
headlock with the best of ‘em. But he’s also not getting any
younger. Stacy’s mind is starting to drift in the middle of
matches. Instead of being worried about pinning his
opponent, he can’t stop thinking about settling down and
finding himself a mate. Will Garnet’s journalistic drive for
truth and Stacy’s life on the road be too much of an
obstacle for them to overcome in the name of love? With
mating experts Yvette and Dora on the case, Garnet and Stacy
just might stand a chance.
The entire Alpha Mated series in one complete package!
Dakota Combes’s boring life as the quintessential officeslave comes to an abrupt end one fateful Friday evening when
she stumbles on the CEO of the company, and his dark secret.
Her world turns upside down in a sensual mix of awe and
wonder as he leads her into his dark world of wealth and
adventure. The Alpha Mated series is an episodic serial
where each book contains a conclusive story within an overarching tale of sensual fun. KEYWORDS: new adult, mystery,
paranormal, supernatural, fantasy, folklore, folktale, folk
tale, legend, legends, myth, myths, action adventure,
action, adventure, second chances, comedy, humor, horror,
free, freebie, free book, free books, book, books, free
ebook, ebook, free novel, rich, quick read, read, short,
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serial, series, college, funny, female protagonist, novel,
secret, suspense, thriller, alpha male, literature, story,
stories, hero, fiction, box, box set, boxed, boxed set,
romance, free romance, free romance ebook, free romance
ebooks, free romance book, free romance books, billionaire,
wealthy, millionaire, women's fiction, racy, legal, free
romance novel, free romance books, billionaire romance,
seduction, sexy, sensual, urban, contemporary, 21st century,
current, historical, past, demon, werewolf, shifter,
shapeshifter, transform, wolf, dark, dark fantasy, vampire,
undead, immortal, ghost, witch, curse, sorcery, zombie
Bear With Me (Alpha Werebear Shifter Paranormal Romance)
Labyrinth of the Dragon: Maiden to the Dragon #3 (Alpha
Dragon Shifter Romance)
Caught By the Dragon: Maiden to the Dragon #1 (Alpha Dragon
Shifter Romance)
Moon's Law (Werewolf alpha shifter paranormal romance urban
fantasy)
Beast Billionaire Box Set (Bad Boy Alpha Billionaire
Werewolf Shifter Romance)
A steamy, sexy, hilariously seductive collection of
paranormal romance novels from USA Today and New York Times
best-selling author Lynn Red – together for one low price –
that’s sure to make you howl! This collection contains the
following novels in the best-selling Jamesburg Shifters
series: “To Catch a Wolf” – “Bearing It All” – “Bear with
Me” and “Bearly Breathing” -------- “To Catch a Wolf” –
Life’s confusing enough for curvy, witty Izzy Deschaine.
But when she ends up the apple of alpha wolf Erik
Danniken’s eye? Woooo boy, look out! She drives him crazy
from the first time he catches a glimpse of her curves, and
he’s willing to do anything it takes to make her his...
forever! -------- “Bearing It All” – Curvy, carrot-topped
Violet Larue is a fox shifter with a goal – she NEEDS to
find herself a mate before she goes absolutely nuts. After
a series of pie-in-the-face dates, her best friend drags
her along to a Saturday night cage fight. Sitting down on
the sticky bench, Violet has no idea she’s about to lay
eyes on the growly, muscled-up, snarling werebear named
Crag – yeah, really – who is gonna make her heart howl!
-------- “Bear with Me” – With her sharp tongue and spunky
attitude, Lilah Jorgenson’s mind is on anything but men.
But, when she clocks in for her night shift at the county
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lockup, she catches a glimpse of tattooed, gorgeous formersoldier Rex Lee, and her heart skips a beat. As though her
life weren’t whacked-out enough, when you throw Rex into
the mix? Crazy doesn’t START to describe it. -------“Bearly Breathing” – Clea Kellen is the owner of
Jamesburg's most popular daycare. And on top of that, she’s
a lithe, pointy-eared lynx-shifter whose biological clock
is tick-tick-ticking away. On a field trip with a gaggle of
cubs and kits, everyone is minding their own business when
from out of nowhere, a tree cracks, and falls straight on
top of Clea’s head. She closes her eyes, thinking she’s
done for, but opens them staring at Orion Samuelsson – a
shaggy-haired werebear – who just saved her life... and
stole her heart. ***THE JAMESBURG SHIFTERS is a series of
lighthearted standalone romance novels. Each book has a
unique hero and heroine, and a complete storyline. No
cliffhangers here!*** *FREE* To Catch A Wolf Bearing It All
Bear with Me Bearly Breathing Bear Me Away Bear Your Teeth
– in the ON THE GROWL anthology Bearly Hanging On – COMING
SOON!
The entire Beast Billionaire series in one complete
package! A call of desire leads Maggie O’Hara to a fate
full of sensual dreams and paranormal intrigue. Her journey
into a fantastical world begins with a wrongful pink slip
for her father. She’s determined to right the wrong and
takes the drastic measure of visiting her father’s
employer, the reclusive Randall Forrest. Her escapades into
espionage get her caught, but the consequences create a
cascade of wonderful nights and exciting days as her lover
leads her into the depths of his world. KEYWORDS: new
adult, mystery, paranormal, supernatural, fantasy,
folklore, folktale, folk tale, legend, legends, myth,
myths, action adventure, action, adventure, second chances,
comedy, humor, horror, free, freebie, free book, free
books, book, books, free ebook, ebook, free novel, rich,
quick read, read, short, serial, series, college, funny,
female protagonist, novel, secret, suspense, thriller,
alpha male, literature, story, stories, hero, fiction, box,
box set, boxed, boxed set, romance, free romance, free
romance ebook, free romance ebooks, free romance book, free
romance books, billionaire, wealthy, millionaire, women's
fiction, racy, legal, free romance novel, free romance
books, billionaire romance, seduction, sexy, sensual,
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urban, contemporary, 21st century, current, historical,
past, demon, werewolf, shifter, shapeshifter, transform,
wolf, dark, dark fantasy, vampire, undead, immortal, ghost,
witch, curse, sorcery, bad boy
A weekday arrives, and with it the normalcy Dakota Combes
craves. Her attempt to allude her amorous werewolf
billionaire mate, however, lands her in deeper trouble. The
legendarily annoying hunter Lastro is in need of their
help, and saying ‘no’ to a person with a gun full of silver
bullets doesn’t strike Dakota as a good idea. The mystery
leads Dakota and her mate through the seedy clubs of the
paranormal underworld to the dark confines of Cotio’s
Curiosities in a search for missing women. Along the way
David shows off his prowess for trouble and sensual lovemaking as they outrace friend and foe alike to solve the
mystery. The Alpha Mated series is an episodic serial where
each book contains a conclusive story within an overarching tale of sensual fun. KEYWORDS: new adult, mystery,
paranormal, supernatural, fantasy, folklore, folktale, folk
tale, legend, legends, myth, myths, action adventure,
action, adventure, second chances, comedy, humor, horror,
free, freebie, free book, free books, book, books, free
ebook, ebook, free novel, rich, quick read, read, short,
serial, series, college, funny, female protagonist, novel,
secret, suspense, thriller, alpha male, literature, story,
stories, hero, fiction, box, box set, boxed, boxed set,
romance, free romance, free romance ebook, free romance
ebooks, free romance book, free romance books, billionaire,
wealthy, millionaire, women's fiction, racy, legal, free
romance novel, free romance books, billionaire romance,
seduction, sexy, sensual, urban, contemporary, 21st
century, current, historical, past, demon, werewolf,
shifter, shapeshifter, transform, wolf, dark, dark fantasy,
vampire, undead, immortal, ghost, witch, curse, sorcery,
zombie
THE ALPHA'S TOY To spare an innocent she has to become his
plaything. When Zeke attacks her pack, Mary, a half-breed
wolf, wants to save a young wolf, but to do so, she has to
accept his bargain. She must be his toy until the next full
moon. Mary despises the alpha she must now give her body
to, but she can't deny the response he inspires within her.
Exploring the deceased pack's lair Zeke stumbles onto
something that could destroy all breeds of wolf. The
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leaders of Mary's pack had been experimenting on wolves.
The reasons why are still unknown, but Zeke will do
everything in his power to find out the truth, especially
when he discovers Mary was one of their experiments. Even
before the end of the month Mary becomes all he can think
about, and he's determined to keep his toy safe. Then a
twist of fate lets him know she's more than a toy. Mary is
his mate. Can he overcome her fear of him and convince her
to stay when her month is up? ALPHA BAIT There is a law
that binds an Alpha to his wolf and stops him from hurting
others of his pack. If an Alpha lashes out with the
intention to harm, then his wolf will stop it, forcing on
the transition...but one wolf has found the loophole. Chain
is determined to inflict harm. He sends out the one woman
he wants but cannot have, Victoria. She will be his Alpha
Bait, luring another Alpha to his death, thus freeing Chain
from the control of his wolf. For most of her adult life
Victoria has been at the mercy of Chain. He scares her more
than anything else. Doing as she's told, Victoria sets the
trap in order to gain Scorch's attention. Scorch is a good
leader and strong Alpha. He will not hurt anyone. When a
beautiful red-head ends up in his care, he cannot turn away
from the attraction she inspires. Their wolves are mates,
and they're destined to be together. However, what will
Scorch do when he realizes Victoria is with him to lure him
to his death? Can she really send the man she loves to his
grave? Being Alpha Bait was never her choice, but who
really holds her loyalty, Chain or Scorch?
The Jamesburg Shifters Volume 1 - BBW Alpha Werewolf
Werebear Paranormal Romance Collection
Oceans Beneath Dragons: Maiden to the Dragon #5 (Alpha
Dragon Shifter Romance)
Alpha Instinct
Myths Beyond Dragons: Maiden to the Dragon #8 (Alpha Dragon
Shifter Romance)
Bear Me Away (Paranormal Alpha Werebear Shifter Romance)
The past was pain. The present unclear. For Tyla Rand, her future couldn't
be bleaker. Death follows her everywhere, especially to those she loves.
Being a member of the royal pack, she believes her time of happiness will
come. That is, until wolves from her old pack show up missing. Her mission
is to find them, but she won't be going alone. Sebastian Lyall, a true born
royal and the one man Tyla loathes, has offered to help in her quest. Their
journey not only brings out their true desires, but attracts the attention of
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another, someone from Tyla's past. However, nothing is as it seems. Death
is not done with her and now he wants her to pay. He won't be satisfied
until he's taken everything away . . . including those she loves.
The unscrupulous new Council chair has charged Jace, Marc and me with
trespassing, kidnapping, murder and treason. Yeah, we've been busy. But
now it's time to take justice into our own hands. We must avenge my
brother's death and carve out the rot at the heart of the Council. It's not
going to be easy, and loss seems unavoidable, but I have promised to
protect my Pride, no matter what. With a target on my back and Marc at my
side, I'm heading for a final showdown that can—that will—change everything
forever. A showdown I'm not sure I'm ready for. But life never waits until
you're ready.
She thought the house was empty when she broke in… When jaguar shifter
Lauren Hayes breaks into an alpha’s home to steal back what rightfully
belongs to her pride, she doesn’t expect to be tackled by Max McCray,
second-in-command of the Kincaid wolf pack. As punishment for her crime
the sexy wolf shifter demands that she stay with him for one week.
Knowing she’ll start a war between her pride and his pack if she doesn’t,
she has no other choice but to agree, even if the thought of being near him
24/7 makes her scared that she won’t be able to hide her growing attraction
to him. Now he has a week to make her his… Max has waited months to
make a move on the sexy jaguar shifter and now that she’s broken shifter
rules, he’s not letting her go. He doesn’t care that he’s a wolf and she’s a
jaguar, claiming her forever is the only thing that matters. Unfortunately,
not everyone likes the idea of him being with a feline shifter. Max is forced
to choose sides between Lauren and members of the pack he’s sworn
allegiance to in order to protect the woman he knows is his destined mate.
Author note: Can be read as a stand-alone. Stories in the series: Taming
the Alpha (#1) Claiming His Mate (#2) Tempting His Mate (#3) Saving His
Mate (#4) To Catch His Mate (#5) Falling For His Mate (#6)
The first book in the completed 10-novel series! Miriam Cait seeks love, or
rather, her friend seeks it for her. Her friend’s latest date suggestion is
refused on account of his dark eyes. There’s something not quite right with
them, and Miriam soon finds out why when he comes knocking on her
door, and knocking her out. Miriam wakes up from the confrontation with
more than just a headache. Shackles cover her ankles and wrists, and
she’s on her way to being auctioned off to a bunch of self-proclaimed
dragon lords. It all seems too fantastic to be real, but as the evidence starts
mounting against sanity Miriam realizes she may be in deeper trouble than
she thought. Looking for other sensual dragon shifter reads? Try out some
of my other series! Blood Dragon:
play.google.com/store/books/details?id=ZARaDwAAQBAJ Dragon Bound:
play.google.com/store/books/details?id=CWU9DwAAQBAJ Dragon Dusk:
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play.google.com/store/books/details?id=AWnXDwAAQBAJ Dragon Sin:
play.google.com/store/books/details?id=PrYREAAAQBAJ Fated Touch:
play.google.com/store/books/details?id=6jmUDwAAQBAJ Maiden to the
Dragon: play.google.com/store/books/details?id=y6bgDQAAQBAJ
KEYWORDS: new adult, mystery, paranormal, supernatural, fantasy,
folklore, folktale, folk tale, legend, legends, myth, myths, action adventure,
action, adventure, second chances, comedy, humor, horror, free, freebie,
free book, free books, book, books, free ebook, ebook, free novel, rich,
quick read, read, short, serial, series, college, funny, female protagonist,
novel, secret, suspense, thriller, alpha male, literature, story, stories, hero,
fiction, box, box set, boxed, boxed set, romance, free romance, free
romance ebook, free romance ebooks, free romance book, free romance
books, billionaire, wealthy, millionaire, women's fiction, racy, legal, free
romance novel, free romance books, billionaire romance, seduction, sexy,
sensual, urban, contemporary, 21st century, current, historical, past,
demon, werewolf, shifter, shapeshifter, wolf, dark fantasy, vampire, undead,
immortal, ghost, witch, sorcery, dragons, epic, elf, god, medieval, urban
fantasy, dragon shifter romance, medieval paranormal romance, dragon
wife, dragin
Beast Billionaire #1 (Bad Boy Alpha Billionaire Werewolf Shifter Romance)
Alpha's Moon
Wolf Shifter Romance
Savage Moon
A Moon Shifter Novel
Scarred body, scarred mind - life is rough, and fighting in a
cage is the easy part. USMC veteran Ryan Moore survived an
IED blast, but every day in the civilian world is a brutal
struggle. MMA fighting is the only thing he has to fall back on,
and the only thing he cares about until he meets female fighter
Ally Rivera. Ally isn't afraid to step into the ring, but she can't
fight her way out of the trouble her brother's gang has brought
down on her family. Finding love is the last thing on her mind,
but the new guy at her gym makes it difficult to resist a hard
body and fighting spirit. For a shot at overcoming their
demons they'll have to fight hard, love harder and embrace
risks they can't afford to take.
The final chapter in the lives of Miriam and Xander leads them
into the last darkness that dwells within their world. Their
guide is an otherworldly crew long-thought lost to time and
death, and their foe is one of the last of the gods, a creature
that cloaks itself in mystery and enigma. They find their
welcome a warm one, but beneath the calm is a storm as
savage as the Eternal Storm in which they find themselves.
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Unbeknown to them a trap is being laid, a foe is revealed, and
their friends are torn apart. Miriam is left alone to face their
enemy, a terrible enemy of the mind that entraps her within
her own doubts. There, Miriam must face her greatest
challenge and her worst fear: living in a world without her
beloved dragon lord. KEYWORDS: new adult, mystery,
paranormal, supernatural, fantasy, folklore, folktale, folk tale,
legend, legends, myth, myths, action adventure, action,
adventure, second chances, comedy, humor, horror, free,
freebie, free book, free books, book, books, free ebook, ebook,
free novel, rich, quick read, read, short, serial, series, college,
funny, female protagonist, novel, secret, suspense, thriller,
alpha male, literature, story, stories, hero, fiction, box, box
set, boxed, boxed set, romance, free romance, free romance
ebook, free romance ebooks, free romance book, free romance
books, billionaire, wealthy, millionaire, women's fiction, racy,
legal, free romance novel, free romance books, billionaire
romance, seduction, sexy, sensual, urban, contemporary, 21st
century, current, historical, past, demon, werewolf, shifter,
shapeshifter, wolf, dark fantasy, vampire, undead, immortal,
ghost, witch, sorcery, dragons, epic, elf, god, medieval, urban
fantasy, dragon shifter romance, medieval paranormal
romance, dragon wife, dragin
The ocean breeze calls Miriam and her band of friends to a new
adventure as they arrive at Cayden’s summer home along a
bright blue bay. Unfortunately, the only thing peaceful is the
waters as news of marauders reaches them. They become the
news when the pirates arrive at the shores of the calm bay.
They bring with them a powerful weapon against dragons that
leaves more than one hero a victim of its potent attack. A
diplomatic envoy is gathered, and Miriam won’t be left behind.
Their mission takes them to an island far out in the ocean
where she makes a new friend, and a new enemy. As they
navigate the tense politics of the island she hears tales of an
ancient god of water, one who may be able to tell her about
her past, and where her future lies. The Maiden to the Dragon
books are part of a dragon shifter romance series set in a
fantastical world that mirrors our own. KEYWORDS: new adult,
mystery, paranormal, supernatural, fantasy, folklore, folktale,
folk tale, legend, legends, myth, myths, action adventure,
action, adventure, second chances, comedy, humor, horror,
free, freebie, free book, free books, book, books, free ebook,
ebook, free novel, rich, quick read, read, short, serial, series,
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college, funny, female protagonist, novel, secret, suspense,
thriller, alpha male, literature, story, stories, hero, fiction, box,
box set, boxed, boxed set, romance, free romance, free
romance ebook, free romance ebooks, free romance book, free
romance books, billionaire, wealthy, millionaire, women's
fiction, racy, legal, free romance novel, free romance books,
billionaire romance, seduction, sexy, sensual, urban,
contemporary, 21st century, current, historical, past, demon,
werewolf, shifter, shapeshifter, wolf, dark fantasy, vampire,
undead, immortal, ghost, witch, sorcery, dragons, epic, elf,
god, medieval, urban fantasy, dragon shifter romance,
medieval paranormal romance, dragon wife, dragin
A Dirigo Pack Novel
MM paranormal romance boxset
Mating Instinct
Hare Today Bear Tomorrow: Alpha Werebear Shifter
Paranormal Romance
Wolf Moon
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